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The LHCb experiment is resuming operation in Run3 after a major upgrade. New software exploiting modern technologies for all data processing and in the underlying LHCb core software framework is part of the upgrade. The LHCb simulation framework, GAUSS, had to be adapted accordingly, with the additional constraint that it also relies on external simulation libraries. At the same time, a decision was taken to consolidate the simulation software and extract all generic components into a new core experiment-independent framework, called GAUSSINO. This new core simulation framework allows easier prototyping and testing of new technologies where only the core elements are affected. It relies on GAUDI for general functionalities and the GEANT4 toolkit for particle transport, combining their specific multi-threaded approaches. A fast simulation interface to replace the GEANT4 physics processes with a palette of fast simulation models for a given sub-detector is the most recent addition. Geometry layouts can be provided through DD4HEP or experiment-specific software. A built-in mechanism to define simple volumes at configuration time and ease the development cycle is also available. A plug&play mechanism for modeling collisions and interfacing generators like PYTHIA8 and EVTGEN is provided. We will describe the structure and functionality of GAUSSINO and how the new version of GAUSS exploits GAUSSINO’s infrastructure to provide what required for the simulation(s) of the LHCb experiment.
1. Introduction

The LHCb experiment [1, 2] is a single-arm spectrometer with a forward angular coverage at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN designed for the study of particles containing $b$ or $c$ quarks. The experiment has just resumed data taking after a major upgrade and will operate with higher luminosity and trigger rates than in the previous LHC runs. These high rates are very challenging for the processing of the data and, as a result, major changes in the software applications were introduced as part of the upgrade program for Run3, including the simulation software.
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Figure 1: Dependencies in the simulation software stack before and after upgrade.

The amount of simulated samples for given physics analysis is already limiting the precision of some of the LHCb measurements and will do so more and more in the future. Therefore, the LHCb simulation software Gauss has been redesigned [3] in order to provide support for new software technologies and methods that will enable to fit the statistical requirements of simulated samples for Run3 within the computing resources allocated for the next few years [4, 5]. Focus has been put on the use of multi-threading and fast simulations, including machine learning options. Adaptation to new detector description tools and many other changes introduced in the LHCb common core software are also implemented. The LHCb simulation team decided to use this as an opportunity to consolidate the Gauss software [6–9] and extract all its generic components into a new experiment-independent core simulation framework, called Gaussino, as shown in Figure 1. Gaussino allows easier prototyping and testing of new technologies where only the core elements are affected. The new version of Gauss, referred to as Gauss-on-Gaussino, exploits the Gaussino’s infrastructure and provides all the additional functionalities specific to LHCb.
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Figure 2: Gaussino inherited from Gauss a similar structure and modularity.
2. Structure of the new framework

GAUSSINO can be seen as an assembly of modular core components that were already identified and exploited in GAUSS. As shown in Figure 2a, these main components are: the generation of events, the detector simulation, geometry services, and monitoring and saving of the output. A dedicated python configuration is available for each of these building blocks. The main execution (Fig. 2b) of GAUSSINO is structured in two main independent phases - event generation and detector simulation - that can be run together or separately.

The generation phase, strictly following the original design in GAUSS [10], is structured as an algorithm (Fig. 3a) that delegates to dedicated tools specific tasks of the generation, e.g. conditions and production of the proton-proton collisions, decay of the particles, etc. Most of the events in GAUSS are generated with PYTHIA8 [11] and particles decayed with EVTGEN [12], however, the infrastructure provides a plug&play mechanism, so that other generators can be easily integrated.

The detector simulation phase, in which particles are transported and their physics processes with materials are handled when traversing through physical volumes, is delegated to the GEANT4 [13, 14] toolkit. The interface to GEANT4, shown in Figure 3b, was completely redesigned in order to provide a thread-safe communication between GAUDI [15–17] and GEANT4 different multi-threading environments. HEPMC3 [18] is used as an exchange format within the generator phase and between the generator and simulation phases. It guarantees thread-safety and a smaller memory footprint. Although currently GAUSSINO uses the LHCb event model objects to save its combined generation and simulation output, investigation is in progress to adopt a more generic candidate, e.g. EDM4HEP [19].
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Figure 3: Main components of the generation and simulation phase in GAUSSINO.

Precise and efficient geometry description of the experimental apparatus is crucial when simulating the physics processes during particle transport. GAUSSINO provides a generic service to support how to provide relevant information to GEANT4 from specific geometry descriptions, e.g. DD4HEP [20]. In LHCb, DD4HEP has been chosen as the new detector description toolkit for Run3 but an additional challenge arises from the need to produce with the new software also samples for Run 1 and Run 2 physics analyses, for which the LHCb custom legacy detector description has to be used. GAUSS-ON-GAUSINO has been designed to extend the generic geometry service to support the multiple detector description tools. Moreover, GAUSSINO has been equipped with
an additional, internal geometry service: **EXTERNALDETECTOR**. It is a very generic tool that can be used to run **GAUSSINO** in a standalone mode or to allow obtaining additional information for non-standard studies, e.g. production of training data sets for machine learning models, evaluation of new sub-detectors, etc.

### 3. New features in view of Run 3

One of the major improvements introduced in **GAUSSINO** is an inter-event-based parallelism. Therefore, many of its software elements had to be rewritten in order to guarantee a thread-safe execution, as well as a flawless communication with external simulation libraries having their own, custom multi-threaded implementations. A special interface to **GEANT4** was designed for this purpose and is shown in Figure 3b. It features a dedicated simulation service whose primary role is to ensure that all the necessary information is passed on to and retrieved from **GEANT4** objects created via **GAUDI** tools, which act as configurable factories.

The multi-threading memory and throughput performance purely for the generation phase and for the generation and detector simulation phase combined are discussed in Ref. [6, 8]. The improvement is, nevertheless, not sufficient to produce the whole set of simulated samples necessary for Run3. Further optimization of the time spent in the detector simulation, where the modeling of particles’ propagation through matter and of the physics processing occurring wherein, is needed.

The LHCb simulation team invested significant effort in recent years to introduce fast simulation techniques in **GAUSS**, many of which are already being used [21, 22], while other are still being developed. A dedicated FastSimulation [23, 24] interface has been introduced in **GAUSSINO** to fully exploit the mechanisms available in **GEANT4** to invoke fast simulations for a given detector. Point library [25] and a model based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) [26], designed to replace the **GEANT4** detailed description of the physics processes occurring in the LHCb calorimeters, will be the first models to exploit this FastSimulation interface. The **GAUSS-ON-GAUSSINO** framework is also being extended to host the LHCb ultra-fast parametrization, Lamarr [27].

### 4. Conclusions

Monte Carlo simulations are key to the design and commissioning of new detectors as well as the interpretation of physics measurements. In the last few years, the LHCb simulation software **GAUSS** underwent major rewriting in view of Run3 to introduce new software technologies, such as **GAUDI** and **GEANT4** multi-threading, fast simulation techniques including machine-learning-based solutions, new detector descriptions, etc. **GAUSSINO**, a new experiment-independent simulation framework that will serve as a core simulation framework for **GAUSS**, was implemented. **GAUSS-ON-GAUSSINO** is the new version of **GAUSS** based on **GAUSSINO** and where the LHCb-specific additions are kept. Both **GAUSSINO** and **GAUSS-ON-GAUSSINO** are in the final testing phase and the first beta version for production tests is planned by the end of 2022.
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